The Vital Contributions of
Europe’s Creative Industries
to Growth and Jobs
The Copyright-Intensive
Industries Generate:

€

€ 509 Billion
of Europe’s GDP

7 Million Jobs

Part of Europe’s Cultural and
Economic Fabric
Innovation

3 000

Over 3 000 on-demand
audiovisual services
available

The creative sectors are also a significant employer
of young people.

• The app explosion is largely games-based:
they generate 72% of app store revenue
• 39% of the global music sector is digital
• 2 million e-book titles exist
• Total spending on online video transactions
rose 97.1% in 2012

Passion

Social Contribution and
Cultural Diversity
Creative works often have a public service function to
educate, inform, cultivate and entertain!

56%

of Europeans use the internet for cultural purposes,
of which 53% to read newspaper articles and 42% to
listen to the radio or music

25%
of Europeans online
play video games at
least once per week

Dynamism

1 546

feature films were produced in the EU in 2013.
Local films led the 2013 box office in the Czech
Republic, Denmark, Finland, Italy and Lithuania
(and also in Norway, Turkey and Russia).

11 428

• 99% of music businesses are micro, small

95%
of firms in the EU’s
creative sectors have
fewer than 10 employees
– and SMEs drive jobs!

TV channels are available in Europe, including
300 News Channels and 320 Kids Channels

553 000

new book titles in 2012, with 9 million book titles
in stock - and books are still considered the most
reliable source of information

37 Million

Europe generates over half the world’s music
publishing revenues. Over 230 licensed digital
music services and over 37 million licensed
songs are available

• 54% of Europeans watch films every day
• Books are the most bought product online
• ‘Music’ is the most viewed YouTube
video category
• In 2013 907 million Europeans went
to the cinema
• Europeans watched on average 235 minutes
of linear TV per day in 2012

or medium sized enterprises
• The European market for photography
represents 50% of the world market
on a reported aggregate stock of
362 million images
• SMEs were responsible for 90% of the added
value generated within the EU’s film and
sound recording activities sector in 2010
• 28 EU leading companies created 40% of
the top 100 grossing apps in the EU and US

Inspiration

1Million

More than 1 million
companies are involved
in motion picture, video
and television programme
production, sound
recording and music
publishing activities

• A video game developed in Scotland broke
six Guinness World Records last year,
including the highest revenue generated
by an entertainment product of any kind
in 24 hours
• Independent music companies account for
80% of all new releases, as well as 80%
of jobs in the music sector
• Nine out of ten of the most ‘liked’ people
on Facebook are artists
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